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Tuesday May 10th 2022

Newsletter

Message from the Headmaster
As educators, we all know what it feels like to walk into a happy, productive classroom. It's
contagious. Some teachers just naturally radiate positivity, infecting their classroom with
joy. It is this positivity that we encourage at Buckswood… and for me a ‘classroom’ does not
have to be just 4 walls, the whole world is a classroom and learning and our openness to
learn must never be confined to school or to a classroom. That is why this week it has been
so encouraging to see so much going on around the campus and further afield.
Yet again Buckswood has won another trophy and another championship – this time the
U18 footballers!
My outlook and philosophy of education is one I like to call ‘The Positive Educational
Theory Of Learning' which is an ideal based on strengthening and focusing in on skills of
character like resilience, compassion, zest for life and trying new things (what's more,
research has shown that strength in these skills are just as important as intelligence in
determining achievement).
On top of the big win, I was invited to attend junior assembly to share in their individual
and collective successes. On Saturday I judged the inter-house dance competition, wow
that was an eye opener for me, there was some amazing talent on show (just the ability to
stand up in front of ones classmates and perform deserves credit) and then on Sunday I
witnessed a group collecting worms for their worm hotel (?!) and a bit of car mechanics
going on as well as water sports program … there is so much going on we can be proud of.
This positivity and zest for learning is the beating heart of students and teachers alike here
at the school. A positive approach is catching, the sunny weather helps, so let’s take
advantage of this and all go into overdrive and make the most of the rest of the academic
year on the crest of this positive wave.

Sports, Prize Giving and Graduation Day
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Royal Ascot

We are fornate to secure 10 tickets for Royal Ascot this year (on Tuesday 14th June). Please
email stables@buckswood.co.uk to secure your child's place on the trip (approximate cost
of £75).

Message from the Academic Principal
My apologies, there was an error in previous correspondence about the date of end of year
exams for our Forms 1-4 and L6 students. Please be aware, that these will take place
between June 15th and June 21st. Students will have tests in each of their subjects, under
secure and timed conditions. The last day of term is Friday June 24th. Parents and
students will be able to view data for this assessment in the first week of the summer
holidays.
It was great to see many of our students engaged in their learning outside of the confines of
the classroom last week. We had some lovely weather, and that meant students could get
out and about on campus and off-site on trips, as you can see from the photos below.
Exams continue this week, primarily IB and A level. On Wednesday, we have GCSE Maths
takeover day to aid these students in their preparations for these important exams. Please,
a reminder to students, that they should be taking advantage of Access Time in the run up
to exams. Parents can see if Access Time has been attended through the SIMS app.
Have a great week

Junior School
Ramadan Mubarak to all our families who were fasting last month - I hope you all had a
very happy Eid. We have been talking in some of our junior classes about the five pillars of
Islam and I have to say how impressed I am with the children’s knowledge and their ability
to share this information with others; thank you for all the amazing facts and pictures. We
also celebrated the bank holiday Monday by following the local traditional theme 'Jack in
the Green` fun and games, popcorn and even green candyfloss!
This week, form 3 students embarked on a community beach clean down at Rye Harbour
and it was quite the adventure; I have to say I am looking forward to more trips/
educational outings like this, especially after two years of covid. All the students made the
most of this fantastic opportunity and had a wonderful time.
We took advantage of the glorious weather on Friday by holding a junior assembly outside;
the Headmaster attended and he was most impressed by all the learning adventures that
have been happening over the last few weeks. Well done to those students who were
awarded silver and gold pins by the Headmaster: Yamen, Layan, Bo, Lauren and Axelle. We
ended the week with an amazing science/geography lesson where we learned about the
effects of littering on our environment., thankyou Mr Barnett for your stories. We
discovered the importance of recycling our waste and discussed the benefits of using
reusable equipment such as plastic containers, flasks and so on, as opposed to single-use
items like plastic bottles and carrier bags. As earth day warriors, we decided to embark on a
litter walk around the campus cleaning up every bit of rubbish we could find. Finally - well
done to our form 2 students who researched and performed an assembly to Mr Sutton on
the facts celebrating world earth day.
Eco beach clean winners - Gabrial, Minka, Sammie and Pierre
Stars of the week
Form 1 Illia and Dinah
Form 2 Preston, Isabelle, Lauren, Sepher, Eden, Catalina, Ethan and Sho
Form 3 Finlay, Sonny, Matilde and Denzil
Trips
Form 1 and 2 - Dover Castle 11th May
Form 3 - Knock hatch 19th May
Form 3 - ESOL - Brighton 10th May

GCSE
GCSE news - click here

Sixth Form
The 6th form have just started a series of PSHE lessons based around ethics and, in
particular, integrity. As I explained to them on Friday afternoon, I feel this is an area of
growing importance, especially in a world as paradoxically united and divided as ours is
today. Also looking to the future, I see a growing demand in the jobs market for those who
understand the various ethical dimensions that are integral to more and more workplaces.
Hence why Ethicists are becoming more in demand in expanding industries such as AI and
so on. So far our Ethicist stars are Bendix, Finn and Kirill. Well done guys for your recent
PSHE commendations!
And this, of course, ties in perfectly with various Buckswood innovations. The
Headmaster prides himself on thinking outside of the box, hence why he is fully committed
to maintaining and developing our beautiful campus with a great passion
for sustainability and ensuring that we limit our carbon footprint.
Here are some of Buckswood's Go-green initiatives:
1, 2 x large Biomass generators
2, Solar panels on boarding house residences
3, Large Aquatic ecosystem habitat to frogs' newts etc and an educational setting
4, Our very own Vineyard and apple orchard
5, Planting of a multitude of trees limiting noise and offsetting our carbon footprint
5 Timber framed buildings
6, Recycling boxes in classrooms and around the campus
7, large water treatment system
8 A school ethos of reuse reduce and recycle
9 Litter pickers and eco warriors
10 local beach cleans
In the photographs you can see students making use of the Headmaster's new hydroponics
centre and creating their own mesocosms (An outdoor experimental system that examines
the natural environment under controlled conditions - of course!).
I have also thrown in a photograph of Roman who looked very fetching on Open Day on
Saturday heading down to attend the Saturday morning prep session in his sports kit,
ready to crack on with some sport after his studies - what a briefcase

Rugby

A tough end to the season and all even in the staff v students match
Buckswood 1st 19 Marsh 1st 49
Buckswood were beaten by a very good team who dominated in all aspects of the game.
In truth, Buckswood played well and the game was a good spectacle with both teams
running the ball and attacking well. However, the days three years ago when Buckswood 1st
team put 50 points past Marsh have long gone, and clearly Marsh are a well-coached and
serious rugby school.
In the event, it was a couple of key moments that changed the game: Injury to co-captain
and fly half Harvey, and a slightly comical try scored by Marsh just before half time to
make the score 12-26, combined to give Marsh the momentum they had been threatening.
Marsh's large forwards carried hard, and though captain Pierre, Tanguy, Martin and
Ryotaro all tackled their hearts out the sheer the force and organisation of Marsh, meant
the dam was eventually going to be broken - and it was, with some fine off-loading to some
big ball carriers.
Buckswood scored three splendid tries of their own - Lukas, Martin and Kristian all
touching down. Three times more Lukas broke through the Marsh defence, only for their
outstanding full back to tackle him. In previous matches thos breaks would have led to
scores.
The 1st team will have learnt some lessons against experienced opposition: greater focus on
set-piece and set-plays, greater desire to win 50/50 ball and more pressure in defence.
The positives were great team spirit, some sparkling handing and the boys never giving up;
this relatively young team will improve after this defeat.
Well done to Marsh and thanks to Mr Rens for his excellent refereeing.
Overall the 1st team have played 10 matches, winning five losing four and drawing one,
while in 7s they have played eight games, winning five and losing three.

Buckswood rugby 4 Buckswood staff 4

The annual staff v students match ended in a draw - so the Claughton Cup is still safely
locked away until after the replay.
The staff started well and Ryotaro (a guest for the staff) scored after fine hands from the
magical Mr Rens and Gerardo (who unfortunately injured himself in the process).
However, the students came back, with try-scorers Harlequin Jackson (2, with another
chance dropped over the line), Martin and Gabriel giving the students a commanding 4-1
lead. The juniors, especially George, Matthew and Sonny, were excellent and Javier also
had a fine game.
For the staff, Ms Johnson and Ms Goden showed their sporting ability by attacking and
defending intelligently and effectively, while touch-line favourite Mr Jinks ran fast and
hard, and the skilful Mr Harry demonstrated why he was 1st team captain a few years ago
and a class player, with some lovely touches.
The staff scored next, after fine work from the excellent Milla and pacy Henry, Mr Jinks
touched touch down. Former Harlequin Mr Claughton scored after another terrific run
from speedy Mr Anthony, and Mr Jinks finished off a try constructed by Mr Rens to make
the score 4 all.
An amazingly entertaining game, and all involved can be pleased with their contribution
and efforts.
Next week sees the rematch and a chance for the ultimate prize of the Claughton Cup.

Uniform
Please do read the link below, about our updated uniform policy

Uniform

Boarding activities

Crossword

Old Buckswoodians

Old Buckswoodians meet up around the world.

Useful links
Permission forms

Curriculum plan and options - click here
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Residential staff information - click here
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